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Quality
the high quality hardwood used in Luxaflex Country woods 
Venetians is made from ‘Poplar’, a light weight wood which 
provides great dependability.

this hardwood is renowned for its ability to absorb paint 
well which helps to provide resistance to dents, scratches, 
peeling and twisting.
 
stringent testing is completed to ensure a high standard of 
quality over the life of the product in the harsh Australian 
climate. 

we care about the environment and all timber is 
responsibly logged from managed forests in America. Made 
to measure in Australia using heavy-duty components for a 
smooth operation and enduring performance.

Maintenance of Country woods Venetians is simple and 
easy via minimal dusting with a light feather duster.

Colour
Inspired by the latest design trends, the colour palette has 
a strong mix of neutrals and contrasting dark hues that will 
provide depth to any room.

All six colours are available in the traditional 50mm slat or 
for those consumers who would like an interrupted view we 
now have 3 colours in a 63mm slat size.

Colour coordinated tassels, cords and accessories are 
standard on all products.

Slat Size Colour

50mm Golden oak 

50mm Bourbon

50mm Chocolate

50mm & 63mm snow white

50mm & 63mm Pearl white

50mm & 63mm walnut

luxaflex® Country Woods® Venetians have a uniform grain appearance with a medium texture. This 
uniform grain shows it is natural timber while maintaining a consistent colour and pattern across the entire 
blind. 

the 90mm curved valance, reduces light gaps at the top of the blind between the headrail and top slat providing better 
coverage of hardware. this valance is also used in the wood essence range ensuring a consistent apperance when both 
products are used in the home. this provides flexibility when you require a matching product in high humidity areas.

the Luxaflex Country woods Venetians range is available in manual cord or motorised operating systems.
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Golden oak

Bourbon

walnut

Chocolate Pearl white

snow white

nB: refer to swatch for actual colour samples.


